Empowering Students for Global Sustainability, Nazan Gelbal, The EAQUALS Annual International Conference 2024, Lisbon, Portugal, April 13, 2024


Less But Better: Streamlining Technology-Enhanced Learning, Kassandra Robertson, Eaquals International Conference 2024, Lisbon, Portugal, April 11-13, 2024

Unlocking Creativity in Language Teaching Through Arts Integration, Tuğba Yıldırım Kumbasar, Eaquals Annual International Conference, Lisbon, Portugal, April 11-13, 2024

TESOL’s Assessment Issues Professional Learning Network on Approaches to Assessment in the Online Classroom Panel “Digital Portfolios”, Tuğba Yıldırım feedback (Plenary), Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, Oxford Day 2024, Learner Progress, Kumbasar, TESOL Convention, Florida (Online), April 11-12, 2024

Empowering educators: A roadmap to effective research in teaching, Gülçin Coşgun. EAQUALS Webinar, February 5, 2024

Visible Learning with Digital Learning Portfolios in the Turkish Classroom, Tuğba Yıldırım Kumbasar, 8th AATT Conference: Reach All Teach All, Online, October 8, 2023

Building Learning Communities: Practical Examples of Google Sites in Action, Tuğba Yıldırım Kumbasar, EAQUALS Online Conference, Online, October 8, 2023

Addition by Subtraction: Reducing Overload to Optimise Learning for the Knowledge Economy, Kassandra Robertson, BALEAP 2023 Biennial Conference, Coventry, United Kingdom, April 19-21, 2023

Human Rights Project as an Extracurricular Activity for English Language Learners in a University Setting, Tuğba Yıldırım Kumbasar, BALEAP Conference: Caution! EAP Under Deconstruction, University of Warwick, UK, April 19-21, 2023

Differing Perceptions, Differing Expectations. Who are we? , Merve Baykan, BALEAP 2023, Warwick University, 19-21 April, 2023

More Interactive and Effective Lessons with Fewer Tools/ Apps, Nazan Gelbal, Istanbul Training Institute (ITI), Online, April 1, 2023

Perceived professional development needs of English as a foreign language teachers, Suant Jane Sezgin & Merve Yıldırım, 1st International Congress of Innovation Through Academic Writing INTAW 2022, Online, December 09-10, 2022

Arts Integration in Foreign Language Instruction: Learning Turkish in the Museum, Tuğba Yıldırım Kumbasar, 7th AATT Conference: Teaching Turkic Languages in a Changing World, Online, October 30, 2022

Digitalizing Course Book Using PowerPoint, Okan Bölükbaş, EAQUALS Online 2022, October 21-22, 2022

Building Classroom Community through Art: Collective Poetry, Tuğba Yıldırım Kumbasar, Play Make Learn (PML) Conference, University of Wisconsin-Madison USA, August 8-9, 2022
Fostering critical thinking, creativity and language skills in the EFL classroom through problem-based learning: Fostering critical thinking, creativity and language skills, Gülçin Coşgun, GlobELT 2020 Conference (Online), 2021

Mobilizing The Skill Of Close Reading And Developing Teaching Presence On A Social E-Learning Platform, Züleyha Tulay, 7th SLTEP Alumni Conference and Meeting, Online, November 13, 2021

Sine quibus non in teaching, training, and school development (Plenary), Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, Online 7th SLTEP Alumni Conference and Meeting, November 13, 2021

Into the Classroom. Practical Tips on Project Based Learning. Andrew Bosson, Oxford2gether, Online, August 2021

Tools used for language teachers’ professional development: EPG and Eaquals TDFRAM (Plenary), Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken. Online MEB TTK, Foreign Language Education in Turkey and European Practices 28-29 June, 2021

More Interactive and Effective Lessons with Fewer Tools/ Apps, Nazan Gelbal, EAQUALS 2021 Webinar Series, Online, February 23, 2021


Fostering Academic Literacies through Multimodality, Hülya Görür Atabaş, The International Conference of Education, Research and Innovation, Seville, Spain, November 11-13, 2019

In-Service EFL instructors’ TPACK Knowledge, Attitudes, ICT Skills and Views on ICT and Mobile Technologies, Özlem Zengin İnan, Association For Educational Communications and Technology International Convention (AECT) 2019, Las Vegas, USA, 21-15 October, 2019.

EFL students’ emotional responses to teacher written feedback and its effects on their success of revision, İlikem Kayıcan Dipein 10th Conference of the European Association for the Teaching of Academic Writing, Gothenburg, Sweden, July 2-4, 2019.

Encouraging Language Development and Learner Autonomy through Grammar Logs, Celile Gürsu, 53rd Annual IATEFL Conference and Exhibition, Liverpool, UK, April 2-5, 2019

Encouraging Language Development and Learner Autonomy through Grammar Logs, Celile Gürsu, 53rd Annual IATEFL Conference and Exhibition, Liverpool, UK, April 2-5, 2019

To go online or not? The journey to a specific, online ELT Teacher Training course in Turkey. Sharon Çeltek & Nezaket Özgirin. 13th annual International Technology, Education and Development (INTED) Conference, Valencia, March 11th-13th 2019


Whose job is it to teach different genres? Seyran Erdoğan NFEAP Conference, Oslo, 7-8 June 2018

My Marathon as a Lifelong Learner. Tülin Süral Dean, Pathways that Inspire us, Sabancı University, School of Languages International Conference, May 4-6, 2018.

A road map for CPD: the Eaquals Teacher Training and Development Framework (Opening plenary) and Exploring school effectiveness through appreciative inquiry, institutional research and formative feedback (Workshop) Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, 25th Jubilee Conference, TESOL
Macedonia-Thrace Northern Greece, Thessaloniki Greece, Feb.23-25, 2018

**International Language Teacher Education Research Group**, Boğaziçi University, November 17, 2018 / Akif Çal


**Looking into ‘the marrow’: Researching school ethos and culture**, Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, IATEFL 51st Annual Conference, Glasgow, Scotland, April 4-7, 2017


**Creative Writing Seminars, Stoil Kutsev-Daskala Foundation**, Shakir Aziz Nazmi, Elenite Resourt, Bulgaria, September 1-10, 2016


**ELT Teachers’ Language Assessment Literacy: Perceptions and Practices, Serpil Öz**, 2nd *International Language, Culture and Literature Workshop*, Akdeniz University, 8-10 June 2016


**“Am I a problem student?” Exploratory research practices** (Opening plenary) and *Exploratory research practices* (Workshop) Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, EQauls Members Meeting, Nice, France, Nov.19-21, 2015

**Approaches to enhancing quality in teaching foreign languages**, Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, (co- presentation with Ioana Sonea & Sarah Aitken), *European Association for International Education*, Sep. 15-18, 2015


*Publish your students work online to motivate them*, 36th TESOL Greece International Convention, “Teaching to New Heights”, Athens, Greece, 21st - 22nd March, 2015.


*Selfie vs Altruism: Scenes from the Teachers’ Room* Ekrem Şimşek 3rd *Sidi Bel Abbes International Conference on EFL/TEFL and Intercultural Understanding*, Sidi Bel Abbes, Algeria November 19-20, 2014


*Practical Tools to Ensure Quality in University Language Centers*, Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, (with Galya Mateva & Sarah Aitken), *EAIE, Prague Congress Center*, 16-19 Sep., 2014.


Tradition of Serial Novels in Ottoman/Turkish Literature, Reyhan Tutumlu (with Ali Serdar), Athens Institute for Education and Research, 7th Annual International Conference, Athens Greece, June 9-12, 2014.

4-Way Observations: Multiple perspectives on what teachers teach and learners learn, Sharon Çeltek, T-Plus Conference on Observations and Setting up a CPD Unit, Girne American University, Northern Cyprus, 12 May 2014

Have you ISSUU’d anything yet, Sibel Taşkın Şimşek, a webinar presentation at 7th Virtual Round Table WEBCON 2014 RECORDING (59min): http://lancelot.adobeconnect.com/p2n1v476hnd/ (first half), ONLINE, April 26, 2014

Self, orient and other in Byron’s Don Juan, David Hill, International Journal of Arts and Science, Annual Interdisciplinary Conference, Paris, France, April 13-16, 2014

Captivating Edirne: Resources, Connectivities and Imaginative Attraction of a Turkish Border-City in Europe, International Workshop, Aziz Nazmi Shakir, Graduate School Muslim Cultures and Societies, Zentrum Moderner Orient; Paper: “Genesis of the Jewish Communities in Edirne and their Share in the Formation of the Cultural Milieu in the first Ottoman ‘Mother of Israel’”, Berlin, 11-12 April 2014

Continuous Assessment: A non traditional way of assessing students in Higher Education, Seda Ertum Emirler, International Journal of Arts and Sciences, Vienna, April 6-10 2014

FOCI: An Inter-institutional Network for Building a Professional Learning Community, IATEFL Annual Conference, Harrogate, April 2014


Digital Natives: Using Online Newspapers, Tulin Sural, IATED, Valencia, Spain, March 10-12, 2014

Human or Machine: A Comparison of Test-Takers’ Attitudes Towards the IELTS and TOEFL IBT Speaking Sections, Cameron Dean, IATED, Valencia, Spain, March 10-12, 2014

Getting to know the EPG Grid and the eGrid in detail, Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, EPG Final Seminar, CIEP Sevres, France, October 21-22, 2013

Integrating Blogs and Web 2.0 tools into English Language Teaching, Erasmus Staff Mobility Program. NHL University of Applied Sciences. Leeuwarden, Netherlands. 3rd. 7th June 2013

Does Success or Failure Influence How Learners Perceive Quality? Berna Akpinar, Quality and Standards in Language Teaching: A Quest for Excellence, IATEFL LAMSIG & Yaşar University SoFL Joint Conference, May 3-4, 2013

Making use of authentic listening materials in your teaching using some beneficial webtools, Nezaket Özgürün, Multi-disciplinary conference in Florence by International Journal of Arts and Sciences (IJAS) April 22, 2013

Closing Conference of the Yearbook of Muslims in Europe, Aziz Nazmi Shakir, The Centre for European Islamic Thought (CEIT) of the Faculty of Theology at the University of Copenhagen, Elsinore, 20th-23rd May 2013

How many heads do you have? Try SIX THINKING HATS!, Suzan Altıparmak, IATEFL Annual
Conference & Exhibition, Arena and Convention Centre, Liverpool, UK 8th-12th April 2013

The ELT weather forecast: Perceptions on effectiveness and teacher motivation (Plenary) and In search of the sea of energy: Fostering teacher motivation in the workplace (Workshop), Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, IATEFL Annual Conference, Liverpool UK, April 9-12, 2013

Using the Self as Source: The relationship between Self-Awareness and Language Learning, Şila Yosulçay, IATEFL Annual Conference & Exhibition, Arena and Convention Centre, Liverpool, UK 8th-12th April 2013

Learner Autonomy in Vocabulary Teaching: It Gives Them Wings, Görkem Satak & Seda Ertüm Emirler, IATEFL, Arena and Convention Centre, Liverpool, UK, 8th-12th April 2013

How may web-tools be less time consuming and more productive for language teachers and learners?, Nezaket Özgirin, INTED 2013, Valencia, December 21, 2012 SEIRD 3, December 5-7, 2012 / Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken

“За” и “против” Турската езицова реформа като “катастрофален успех” (пречупен през масовата подмяна на арабски и персийски лексеми с турски неологизми), Aziz Nazmi Shakir, International Symposium dedicated to the 60th Anniversary of the Department of Turkic Studies at Sofia University: Turkic Studies: Present and Future (Center for Eastern Languages and Cultures, Sofia Bulgaria, November 30-December 1, 2012

Teachers’ responses to the EQUALS Framework for Language Teacher Training and Development, Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, EAQUALS Special Interest Project Workshop Goethe Institute, Munich November 09, 2012


CRELLA Summer Research Seminar, University of Bedfordshire, Luton, England, July 5, 2012


Teaching the Digital Generation: Using online newspapers in the ESL Classroom, Ahmed Elmahi & Tülin Süräl Dean, IATED- International Association of Technology Education and Development, Hotel Princesa Sofia, Barcelona, Spain, July 2-4, 2012

Muslims in Europe – challenges of identity and quantity, Aziz Nazmi Shakir, Conference of the Yearbook of Muslims in Europe, Vienna Austria, June 4-6, 2012


‘Gaining a third eye through critical thinking’, Birgül Köktürk, IATEFL, Glasgow, March 19-23, 2012

The use of ‘consciousness raising’ in the teaching of EAP grammar, Michael Thomas, IATEFL, Scottish Exhibition Conference Center, Glasgow, Scotland, March 19-23, 2012


Everyone can GLOG, Hatice Sarıgül Aydoğan, International TESOL Arabia 2012, Dubai Men’s College in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, March 8-10, 2012

Using the Self as Source: The relationship between Self-Awareness and Language Learning, Şila Yosulçay, Cam TESOL Conference, Cambodia, PHNOM PENH, February 2012.

Class Blogging for Autonomous Learning and Increased Motivation, Meltem Aygüneş, 8th Annual CamTESOL, Phnom Penh, Cambodia, February 23-25, 2012.

‘These Oriental writings on the wall’: The discourse of the other in Byron’s Don Juan, David Hill, Facing Present, Past and Future – 4th International BAAHE Conference, University College Brussels, Belgium, December 1-3, 2011

Enhancing and Reviewing Performance, Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, EAQUALS 20th Anniversary Meeting, Trieste Italy, November 10-12, 2011

What has changed – and what has not – in the last 20 years of language education, and what may change next? Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken (Panel member) EAQUALS 20th Anniversary Meeting, Trieste Italy November 10-12, 2011

Teacher and Student Perspectives on Oral Exam Standardization, İdil Güneş Ertugan, Pınar Gündüz, Standards and Standardizing High and Low Stakes Exams: Assessment from Classroom to Matura” Conference, Innsbruck, Austria, September 16-17, 2011


Waves of possibility…Observation for Research and Development (Plenary), Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, British University in Dubai International Conference, Dubai, May 19-20, 2011

The U-niverse in Observation: Developing as an Observer (Workshop), Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, British University in Dubai International Conference, Dubai, May 19-20, 2011


Using “Can Do” Statements for the Revision of Reading Exams in an EAP Course, Reyhan Salataçı Ok, Seyran Erdoğan, BALEAP Conference, Portsmouth, England, April 10-12, 2011
Part of EAQUALS SIG on Teacher Development, Sharon Çeltek, EAQUALS International Conference, Prague, April 7-9, 2011

General Regularities of the Phonetic Transformations in Arabic Lexical Borrowings in Modern Turkish Language (case study)/Общи закономерности на фонетичните трансформации при арабските лексикални заемки в съвремения турски език (практическо изследване), Aziz Nazmi Shakir, International Conference: East-West: Languages, Cultures, Societies, dedicated to the 70th anniversary of Prof. Penka Samsareva, Sofia University, Sofia Bulgaria, October 23, 2010

The Oral History Narrative of a Woman from Tunceli, Özge Soylu Bozdağ, XVI International Oral History Conference, Prag, July 7-11, 2010

An investigation of EFL students’ academic writing needs: A case study of preparatory school students in Sabancı University & İşık University, Turkey, Seda Ertüm Emirler, The fifth Lancaster University Postgraduate Conference in Linguistics and English Language, Lancaster, UK, July, 5, 2010


E-documentaries in content-based instruction (CBI) in academic EFL setting, Neslihan Demirdirek & Nezaket Özgirin & Reyhan Salatacli, The ELT Tales out of School, Eastern Mediterranean University, Famagusta, North Cyprus, May 7-7 2010

Liberating the Process for Learning: a tale of two students, Jonathan Smith & Leah Bosworth, Telling ELT Tales out of School, 3rd International ELT Conference, Eastern Mediterranean University, Famagusta, North Cyprus, May 7-7 2010

The New Adventures of the Old Writing Criteria, , Nurdan Çoksezen, Seyran Erdoğan, IATEFL Conference, Harrogate England, April 7–11, 2010

Student-teacher collaboration in creating a Podclass, Neslihan Demirdirek, Nezaket Özgirin, Pınar Gündüz, IATEFL Conference, Harrogate, England, April 7–11, 2010


Ottomans’ Image in the Bulgarian History Textbooks from the Communist and Post-communist Era, Aziz Nazmi Shakir, International Symposium: The Ottoman Legacy and the Balkan Muslim Communities Today, Sarajevo Bosnia and Herzegovina, November 16-18, 2009

Alone Together in Development and Change: Creative Processes for Personal and Professional Growth (Plenary), Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, Eastern Mediterranean University Professional Development, Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus, October 14, 2009

Teachers as Learners and Researchers, Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, Eastern Mediterranean University Professional Development, Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus, October 15-16, 2009

**Optimizing Speaking in EFL Classroom** Devrim Demirezen & Meltem Aygün, *IATEFL-TEASIG Recent Approaches to teaching and Assessing Speaking*, Famagusta, Cyprus, October 23–24 2009


**Far other Worlds, And Other Seas** Engin Kılıç, *10th International Conference of the Utopian Studies Society*, University of Porto, Portugal, July 1–4, 2009

**Are We Really in the Dark or Do We Shy Away from the Light? (Plenary)**, Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, *EAQUALS International Conference Quality and Effectiveness in Teacher Training and Development*, April 25, 2009


**Technology Speaks Beyond the Classroom** Denise Özdeniz & Sevhan Acar, *TESOL Arabia Conference and Exhibition 2009*, Dubai, March 12-14, 2009

**Students’ perceptions of quality** Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken (with Oya Başaran) *EARLI PBPR (Practice-Based and Practitioner Research, European Association for Research on Learning and Instruction) Conference*, Bergen Norway, November 25-29, 2008

**Study-buddy academic writing project** Evrim Uysal, *ICERI 2008 (International Conference of Education, Research and Innovation)*, Madrid Spain, November 17-19, 2008


**Raising quality through an enriched understanding of perceptions on quality** Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken (with Oya Başaran), *EAQUALS Conference*, Paris France, April 22-27, 2008

**Staff development through learner-based research** Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, *EAQUALS Conference*, Paris France, April 22-27, 2008
CBI and teaching materials in an academic context Mine Bağ, IATEFL, Exeter UK, April 7-11, 2008

It's in the mix: Learner training & feedback & technology Hülya Görür Atabaş, IATEFL, Exeter UK, April 7-11, 2008

Let's video coach, shall we? Meltem Aygüneş & Meral Güçeri, TESOL, New York USA, April 2-5, 2008

O.C.P: An oral communications project or how to overcome communication gaps Ayfer Karaca & Hülya Görür Atabaş, International Conference on Global English, Verona Italy, February 14-16, 2008

Qualisearch for quality search Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken (with Oya Başaran), EAQUALS SIP Event, Budapest Hungary, November 18, 2007

The Business of Arabic Literature, Aziz Nazmi Shakir, Iowa City Public Library, USA, October, 2007

Talk: Whose apples are ripening? Merve Karabulut, IATEFL TEA SIG Conference, Opatija Croatia, October 19-20, 2007

Writing for an Age of Migration, Diaspora, Exile, Aziz Nazmi Shakir, Writing for an Age of Migration, Diaspora, Exile Panel, Iowa City USA, September 21, 2007
http://digital.lib.uiowa.edu/cdm/compoundobject/collection/vwu/id/2728/rec/3

In search of re-search for professional and institutional development Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, EAQUALS Conference, Krakow Poland, April 25-29, 2007

Peer coaching in the academic writing process Hülya Görür Atabaş, LSP Testing Symposium, Ghent Belgium, April 20, 2007

Study buddy academic writing project Ayfer Karaca & Evrim Uysal, TESOL 2007, Seattle USA, March 21-24, 2007


Leadership in language teaching and language teacher education (Panelist) Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, EAQUALS Conference, San Sebastian Spain, November 15-19, 2006


Content-based materials for an academic environment: Beyond the Boundaries Jacqueline Einer & Mine Bağ, 2nd International ELT Conference Eastern Mediterranean University, Famagusta Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus, May 2-5, 2006

Getting to the heart of 'training': Teachers' voices, teachers' choices? (Plenary) Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, 2nd International ELT Conference Eastern Mediterranean University, Famagusta Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus, May 2-5, 2006

How we made a vocabulary syllabus Adam Simpson, Deniz Özden Rodrigues & Tanju Deveci, 40th IATEFL International Conference, Harrogate England, April 8 -12 April, 2006

The alternate way: Coaching and benefiting from seminar presentations Hülya Görür Atabaş, 40th
**IATEFL International Conference**, Harrogate UK, April 8-12, 2006

**Istanbul 2301: Projections of ideal state and society in Turkish utopian works** Engin Kılıç, *Turkish Studies Ph.D Seminar*, Leiden Netherlands, December 9, 2005

**Developing and promoting standards in teaching through a research-based approach** Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, *SEDA (Staff and Education Development Association) Conference*, Birmingham UK, November 27-December 12, 2005

Коммуникативни проблеми, породени от пуританската на съвременните турски езици”, (*Communicative Problems Caused by the Purist Trends in Modern Turkish Language*), Aziz Nazmi Shakir, *International Symposium dedicated to the 40th Anniversary of the Faculty of Classic and New Philologies*, Sofia Bulgaria, December 4- 5, 2005

Ахмед Хилми (1865-1913) от Филибе и неговият суфитски шедьовър “А’маак-ъ Хаяль” (Дълбочините на фантазията) (*Ahmed Hilmi (1865-1913) from Filibe and his Sufi Masterpiece “A’maq-i Khayal” (The Depths of Fantasy)*), Aziz Nazmi Shakir, *International Symposium on Sufism*, New Bulgarian University, Sofia Bulgaria, September 29-30, 2005

**Some Aspects of Teaching Arabic as a Foreign Language via a Foreign Language (The Case of Using Arabic, Turkish and English i.e. a Semitic, a Turkic and an Indo- European Language Together)**, Aziz Nazmi Shakir, *International Conference: The Arab World and Islam, dedicated to the 30th Anniversary of the Department of Arabic and Semitic Studies at Sofia University*, Sofia Bulgaria, May 10-14, 2005

**A comparative study of student participation: A case study comparing classroom discussions with WebCT bulletin board discussions** Evrim Uysal, *IPSI Conference*, Costa Brava Spain, April 23-26, 2005

**Content-based materials for an academic environment: Beyond the Boundaries** Aygül Mustafa & Jacqueline Einer, *BALEAP Conference*, Edinburgh UK, April 15-17, 2005

“**Right” along!** Hülya Görür Atabaş, *IATEFL*, Cardiff UK, April 5-9, 2005

**Principles and practice in trainer training and supervision** Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, *IATEFL*, Cardiff UK, April 5-9, 2005

**Content-based instruction in an academic environment** Mine Bağ & Senem Donancı Büyük, *TESOL*, Athens Greece, March 18-20, 2005

**The way forward in teacher trainer education** Deniz Kurtoğlu Eken, *IATEFL Teacher Trainers and Educators SIG Conference Volkshochshule*, Vienna Austria, March 3-6, 2005

**Content-based instruction in an academic environment** Meltem Aygünəş & Mine Bağ, *ELT Conference, Ohrid Macedonia*, October 15-17, 2004

**Content-based instruction in an academic environment: Beyond the Boundaries** Aygül Mustafa, Jacqueline Einer & Mine Bağ, *IATEFL*, Liverpool UK, April 13-17, 2004

**A case study comparing classroom discussions with WebCT bulletin board discussions**